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1. Introduction. The space C(X) of real bounded continuous functions on

a topological space has been studied extensively ([9], [7], [6](2), etc.). More

recently some of this theory has been extended to the space of functions into

certain Banach spaces [5].

In the present paper, we consider the space of point-homotopic continu-

ous maps into the circle. The circle, R2q (reals mod 2q), can be made into an

abelian group, complete under an invariant metric. Then R2qiX), the space

of point-homotopic continuous functions from X into R2q, is in a natural way

an abelian group, complete under an invariant metric. We give a character-

ization of R2„iX), for X a compact connected space, as an abelian group,

complete under an invariant metric (Theorem 6.4), and a proof that for

compact X, the metric group properties of R2qiX) determine the topology on

X (Theorem 7.1).

The characterization is obtained by imposing conditions which insure the

existence of a pseudo-multiplication by scalars (Theorem 2.2), and the exist-

ence of sufficiently many "characters" of the group (Theorems 3.7, 3.10 and

3.11). The points of X are found among the "characters" of the group by

investigating certain Banach spaces associated with the group (§4). Certain

new linear functionals are defined and a Banach space characterization of

CiX), for compact X, is given (Theorem 5.4). That the metric group prop-

erties of R2giX) determine the topology on a compact X follows quickly from

the similar theorem for Banach spaces [l0],

2. Some metric group properties of P2,( X). The circle R2q is taken to be

the factor group of the reals P by the subgroup I2q= {w(2g)j where w is

any integer. Thus R2q is an abelian group. We denote by j the natural homo-

morphism of P onto R2q. (J2q would be more precise. However, no confusion

results from the omission of the subscript.) We define r-1: R2q^>R by j_1(a) =a

such that —q<a^q and j(«)=0- It follows immediately that

iO'_I(a)) - a

and that for \a\ <q, j~liJiot)) =a.
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If we define p(a) = |j_1(a) I. then the function d(a, b) =p(a — b) is an in-

variant metric on R2q under which P2„ is complete. The space of all continuous

functions from a topological space X into Rlq, denoted by PJ^, is made into

a metric abelian group by defining

ih+h)ix) = fi{x) +/2(x),   p{f) = sup {p{f{x))},   and   d(fi,f2) = p(fi-fi).
zGJT

The metric is invariant, convergence is uniform convergence, and R2q is

complete. Now the space of point-homotopic continuous functions from X

into R2q, R2q{X), is the component of the identity in R%, [4]. Thus it is a

closed subgroup of R2a, and it too is an abelian group complete under an

invariant metric. Moreover, for each e>0, Uf= {fÇzR2q{X) \p{f) <e) gener-

ates R2q(X). In what follows, the word group will denote an abelian group,

complete under an invariant metric, and generated by C/e= (a|p(a) <e} for

each e>0. In addition we assume, with no loss of generality, that g=l.

Definition 2.1. If a£P and aE£7iCP2a, then aa=j(aj~1(a)).

This pseudo-multiplication by real scalars can be extended to Ui<ZR2q(X)

by defining (af)(x) =a(f(x)). Since each operation used in Definition 2.1 is

continuous (J~x is continuous on Ui), the function a/GS2f Moreover {//} for

0=7=a: is a homotopy from 8(x)=8(3) =j(0) to af and so afÇ.R2q(X).

Some of the properties of scalar multiplication in a Banach space are pre-

served by this pseudo-multiplication. Thus it can be readily verified that, for

a, j3GP and a, ¿>E UiC.R2q(X), the following relations hold.

(PI)   \a\p(a)<l+ß(aa) = (ßa)(a).

(P2)  (a+ß)a = aa+ßa.

(P3) p(a)+p(b)<l-^a(a+b)=aa+ab.

(P4)   \a\p(a)<l-*-p(aa) = \a\p(a).

(P5)  la = a.

Definition 2.2. A group G is a pseudo-Banach space if a multiplication

by reals can be defined on UiCG which satisfies P1-P5.

Thus we have

Theorem 2.1. R2q(X) is a pseudo-Banach space.

The next theorem shows that the property of being a pseudo-Banach

space is a metric group property.

Theorem 2.2. A group G is a pseudo-Banach space if and only if, for each

<z£ UiCZG, there exists a unique isomorphic isometry, ia: [0, p(a) }—*G such that

ia(p(a)) =a. { [O, p(a)] represents the closed interval in R with end points at 0

and p(a). The isomorphism applies whenever a, ß and a-\-ß all belong to

[0,p(«)].}

Proof, (a) Suppose G is a pseudo-Banach space. For each a£Z7iCG, de-

(3) The symbol 8 will denote the identity element in a group. The symbol 0 will be re-

served for the zero of the reals.
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fine iaict) = (a/p(a))a. Then by P5, i0(p(a)) =a; by P2, ia is an isomorphism;

and by P4, ia is an isometry. Now suppose ia' is another such map. It follows

from P5 and P2 that for m any positive integer ma= ffL* a. Thus for m and

w positive integers such that m^n we have i0(mp(a)/w) = {m/n)a

= im/n){iá (p(a))) = (w/w)(wi_ (p(a)/w)) and if imp{a)/n) =mia' (p(a)/w). But

by PI, mi¿ipia)/n) = im/n){niáipia)/n)). Thus ia and *„' are equal on a

dense set of [0, p(a) ] and since they are isometries they must be identical(4).

(b) Suppose ia is a unique isomorphic isometry taking p(a) into a. For

«GP and o¡>0 define ä to be the smallest integer such that «_:«. Define

aa = a   ia I — p(0) ) for a > 0,

aa = 6 for a = 0,

aa = — (( —a)a) for a < 0.

Since inverses and multiplication by integers are well defined in any

group, the preceding definitions give a precise meaning to aa.

The proof that this multiplication satisfies P1-P5 involves much in-

tricate detail and is not given here. It may be found in the author's disserta-

tion.

Lemma 2.1. If G is a pseudo-Banach space, then for each 6£G and each e

such that 0 <e ^ 1, there exists a£P and »£¡7, such that aa = b.

Proof. Since U, generates G, there exist elements __,•••,_■» in Ut such

that b— 2_?=i a,-. Choose a^n and let a= _C"-i (l/o;)0<. Then

Pia) _í ¿ p((l/«)a,0.

By P4, p((l/a)a¿)= (l/a)p(ot) and so

"       / 1     \ "1 we
p(ö) s _C p(—«¿) = 2_ — p(«¿) < —

¿=i      \ a     / ¿_i   a: a

we
< e.

ThusaGPe. Moreover XXi p((l/a)a¿) <e = l an<3 so by repeated applica-

tionofP3aa= _C?_io;((l/a)ai). But byPl,a((l/a)a<) =0jandsoa:a= _C"-ia<
= 6.

Lemma 2.2. 7/G ais pseudo-Banach space, and if for a£ Pi and a(E.R and

different from zero, aa = d, then either a = 0 or p(a) __ 2/1 ce).

Proof. lie = aa = ia/2+a/2)a then, by P2, (a/2)a= -((a/2)a) = (-a/2)a

and (l/2)((a/2)o) = (l/2)((-(a/2))o). Now if p(a)<2/|«|, then |a/2|p(a)

<1), and we have by PI that (l/2)((a/2)o) = (a/4)a and (l/2)((-a/2)a)

(4) Since P3 was not used in establishing the existence and uniqueness of i_, the proof of

sufficiency will prove that P3 is a consequence of PI, P2, P4, and P5. This can easily be estab-

lished directly.
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= (-«/4)a and {a/4)a= (-a/A)a= -(a/i)a. Thus 8=(<x/4)a + (a/4:)a

= (a/2)a. But by P4, p((a/2)a) = |a/2|p(a) and if this is zero, p(a) =0 and

a = 8.

Lemma 2.3. If G a pseudo-Banach space, the map of PXt7i—»G given by

(a, a)—*aa is continuous.

Proof. We show that the neighborhood V of («o, öo) defined by V

= {(a, a)\ \a — a0\ <min [e/2, l/p(a)] and p(a — aa) <min [e/2|a0|, 1/1 «o| ,

1 —p(ao) ]} maps into the e neighborhood of a0a0.

For (a, a) G F

aa — ao«o = o(a — öo) + aßo — ao^o = «(a — ai) + (a — ao)ffo

= a0(a — ai) + (a — a0)(a — a0) + (a — a0)a0

= a0(a — a0) + (a — a0)a

by P3, P2, P2, and P3 respectively. Then p(aa — a0ao) ^p(«o(ß — a0))

+p((a-ao)a)<e/2+e/2<e by PI and P4.

In what follows we shall use properties P1-P5 without specific reference,

taking care always that the hypotheses of the statements are satisfied.

Definition 2.3. An element /?£G is a root of unity if there exists an inte-

ger n such that nh=6. The set of roots of unity we denote by 77 and the clos-

ure of 77 in G by 77.

77 and 77 are subgroups of G in the usual sense.

The elements of HC_R2q(X) have special metric properties as well. The

following lemma makes this explicit for the case where X is a connected space.

Lemma 2.4. If X is connected, then h(E.HC.R2q(X) is a constant function and

if p(h) <L then for g£P2ä(AT) such that p(h) +p(g) <1 we have either p(h-\-g)

= p(h)+p(g) or p(h-g)=p(h)+p(g).

Proof. Suppose h(E.H(ZR2q(X). Then there exists an integer n such that

n(h(x))=8tor all xGX. Thus h(X)CA = {aERaq\na = 8\. But h(X) is con-

nected while the set A is discrete and so h is a constant function. The defini-

tion of the metric then implies that the elements of 77 are constant functions.

From this fact plus the definition of the function p, the second part follows

immediately.

We are led to the following definitions.

Definition 2.4. If p(a)+p(b) <1 and if p(a)4-p(b)=p(a+b), then the

pair [a, b} is positive.

Definition 2.5. If a^UiQG and if for all b(~Ui^pia-)(lG either {a, b\ or

[a, —b\ is positive, then a is a constant of G.

Definition 2.6. A pseudo-Banach space G is a space with constants if

H^ {d}(5) and if all the elements of 77HUi are constants of G.

(5) We assume H^ {$}, as otherwise G is essentially a Banach space.
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Theorem 2.3. If X is a connected space, then R2qiX) is a space with con-

stants.

Proof. Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.4.

3. Subspaces and characters. A basic theorem in the classification of

Banach spaces is that every Banach space B is equivalent to a closed sub-

space of C(X) for some compact topological space X [l ]. The points of X are

found among the continuous linear functionals on B. The existence of suffi-

ciently many such functionals is assured by the Hahn-Banach theorem [3,

p. 55]. In this section we prove that under modified definitions of equivalence

and subspace, every space with constants is equivalent to a subspace of R2qiX)

for some q^l and for some compact connected space X.

Definition 3.1. Two groups G and G are equivalent if there is an iso-

morphism 7:G—>G such that 7 is an isometry on Ui and such that 7( Ui) = Ûi.

{For this definition we do not require that G and G be complete.} It is

clear that the relation of equivalence is symmetric, reflexive, and transitive.

Definition 3.2. A subset G' of a pseudo-Banach space G is a subspace of

G if G' is a subgroup (in the ordinary sense) and if, for a^Q and a G Pi CG,

aa£G' if and only if aGG'.

Definition 3.3. If G' is a subspace of a pseudo-Banach space G, then

P:G'—>P2i is a character of G' if

(P'l) P(a+è)=P(a)+P(&),

(P'2)   ¡j-'iLia))] ^p(a) whenever p(a) <1,

(P'3) P(aa) =oP (a) whenever p (a) <1.

From the definitions it is clear that G' may be all of G.

Theorem 3.1. The characters of a subspace G' of a pseudo-Banach space G are

continuous on G'.

Proof. By P'l, P is a homomorphism. But for 0<«<1 and o£i/(n.',

|r-i(7(a))| <e

and so P is continuous at the identity and therefore continuous on G'.

Theorem 3.2. If G' is a subspace of a pseudo-Banach space G and if L:G'

—>R2q satisfies P'l and P'2, then L is a character of G'.

Proof. For a£ UiP\G' and w any positive integer, w((l/w)a) =a. Then for

many integer P'l gives (w/w)P(a) = (wz/w)P(w((l/w)a)) = (w/w)(wP((l/w)a)).

But R2q is itself a pseudo-Banach space and by P'2 wp(7,((l/w)a))

= w|j_1(P((l/w)a)) | 5¡wp((l/w)o) =p(a) <1. Thus we have (w/w)(wP((l/w)a))

= wP((l/w)a) =P((m/w)a) by P'l, and (w/w)P(a) =P((w/w)a). By Theorem

3.1 and Lemma 2.3 both oP(a) and P(aa) are continuous in a. Since they are

equal on a dense set of P, they are equal for all «GP and P satisfies P'3 on

G'.
The usual boundedness restriction for linear functionals on a Banach
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space would translate here to |j~x(L(à)) | = 7l7p(a). However, this plus P'l

does not imply P'3. The proof uses strongly that 717=1 and the theorem is

falsewithoutit.ForletG'CP2([0,1]) betheset {/£P2([0, l])|/(x) =j{a+ßx)}

and define L(j(a-\-ßx))=j(a — (3/2)ß). It is easily verified that L satisfies

P'l and that \j-xLif)\ ^4p(/). However,

(l/2)L(j(- 1/2 + x)) - (l/2)/(- 1/2 - 3/2) = (l/2)j(- 2) = (1/2)9 - 8,

while L((l/2)i(-l/2+x))=L(j(l/2)/-1j(-l/2+x)))=L(j(-l/4 + (l/2)x))

=j{ -1/4 - 3/4) =j(-1)*0.
Since in the construction of characters we have no other way of insuring

that P'3 be satisfied we must use the stronger form given by P'2.

Theorem 3.3. If G' is a subspace of a pseudo-Banach space G and L' is a

character of G', then there exists a character L of G such that L=L' on G'.

Proof. The proof is a modification of the similar theorem for Banach

spaces [3, p. 28]. If G' = G we are through. If G't^G, there exists an element

a£(G — G')f~\Ui/2, since Z7i/2 generates G. For ¿>i and b2 any elements of

G'C\ Ui/2 and for ßi and ß2 real numbers such that 0 </3,- = 1 and ß = min {ßi, j32)

we have, by P'l and P'2, that

^pf— bi-— bX
\ßl ß2      J

since

K^))l+K<-))l<''

and so

- P \B~ bl + ßa) +p(~b2 + ßa)

and so

a a a a

- — P{h + ß2a) - - j-KL'ibi)) = - p{bi + ßia) - - j-\L'(bi)).
Pi P2 Pi Pi
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Dividing by ß gives

(3.1) - — pib2 + ß2a) - — j~\L'ib2)) _{ — p(ôi + ßia) - — j-^L'ibi)).
P2 ßi ßl ßl

Since (3.1) holds for all ßi, ß2, bh and b2 we have

m= I.u.b.  (-P{b2 + ß2a)-j-KL'ib2))\

(3.2) **    {      ß2 A ]

_{ g.l.b.  i^pibi + ßia) - ly-i(P(0l))l   = M.
¡>i.ft     l/3i /3i 1

Let G"= {cGG|c = 7a+ô for any 7GP and &GG'}. For a fixed cEG", y

and ô are uniquely determined. If ya+b =y'a+b', then (7— y')a = b' — 6GG'.

But aGG' and G' is a subspace, thus 7=7' and so b = b'.

Choose «GP such that m^a^M and define L":G"->R2q by P"(c)
=j(7«)+P'(ö).

We show that G" is a subspace and that P" is a character of G". That G"

properly contains G' and that L"—L' on G' is immediate.

G" is clearly a subgroup (in the usual sense). Suppose cQ.G"i~\Ui and

O^SGP. Let 7? = 2 max (|S|, (1/2) | «-y | ). Then (r//ô)((ô/r;)c-(o7/r;)a)

= c—70 = ôGG'. Therefore (8/17)- — iby/r])aÇzG' and r?((8/?7)c —(87/77)3)
= 5c—(57)aGG', and so 5c(E.G". Now suppose p(c)<l, O^SGP, and that

ScGG". Then Sc=7'a+6'. Let 77 = max (2, | -y'/51 ). Then »7S((l/i7)c-(77*78)0)
= b'EG' and (1/j?)c-(77778)0GG', so that

ii((l/i»)c - (77^)0) = 6 - (y/#)« G G',    and   c G G".

Thus we have proved that G" is a subspace.

Now    P"(ci + C2)=P"(7i0 + &1+720 + ô2)=P"((Yi+72)a + (ôi + &2))

= Í((7i+7*)a) +P'(&i + &2) =i(7i«)+P'(ôi) +j(7ia)+£'(&») = P"(ci)+P"(<;2)

and P'l is satisfied. Now suppose c = 70+¿>GG" and pic) <1. If 7 = 0, P'2 is

immediate. If 75¿0, let S = max (2, 14/-y[ ). Then 87! (l/S7)c-(l/8)a}
= c-7a = ôGG' and so (l/S7)c-(l/S)aGG'. Moreover p((l/S7)c-(l/S)a)

< 1/4 + 1/4 = 1/2. Thus in (3.1) we may put .1 = .2 = (l/S7).-(l/8)a and

A=/3, = (l/5). We get

-S^7yC)-5HLÍ^C-h))}=m = a=M

^5p(VyC)-SHLÍVyC-Ja))}

and so \a/b+j^iL'Hl/by)c-il/h)a))\ _£p((l/fry)c) = (1/| 87I )p(c) and |Ta +
S7i-1(^'((l/S7)c-(l/S)0))| gpic)<Í. But j-*ij'iß)) =ß for |/3| ¿1 and so
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Pic) > r {¿(7«) + j («t*H¿< ~Ja)))}

i-{i(T«)+57(7'(lC-ia))}

i-{i(T«)+7'(^(¿C-la))}

as L' is a character on G' and satisfies P'3. Thus p(c) = 17_1{_/(7a)+L'(&)} |

= ¡j-^L'^c)} | and L" satisfies P'2 on G".

By Theorem 3.2, L" is a character of G". Then by transfinite induction

there exists a character L of G such that L=L' on G'.

Theorem 3.3 does not prove the existence of characters on a pseudo-

Banach space G. We must first exhibit a subspace G' of G and a character of

G'. At first glance, the real multiples of an element in Ui might seem to do

for G'. But this is not necessarily a subspace of G (Corollary 1 to Theorem

3.5). We show, however, that H is a subspace of G and that if G is a space

with constants, there exists a character taking 77 into R2q for some g = l.

Theorem 3.4. If G is a pseudo-Banach space, 77 is a subspace of G.

Proof. Suppose h^SHÍMJi and 0^«GA Then there exist hi^HCMJi and

integers pi and a,- such that hi—»A and pi/q%—»a. Since A¿G77, there exist

integers «¿ such that w¿A¿ = <?. Then «¿<z¿((p¿/g,-)Ai) =pi(w;A¡) =0 and so

(Pi/qi)hiG.H- But by Lemma 2.3, (pi/qi)hi—>ah and so ah^H.

Now suppose O^aGP, AG Í7i, and «AG77 If a<0, then ah = — {(— a)h\

and (—cc)AG77. Thus we may assume a>0. There exist AjG77 such that

hi—>ah. Thus there exists an 7, such that p(ah — hi) <1 whenever ¿ = 7 and so

(1/ä) (ah—hi) is defined for i = 7. Moreover ä [(a/ä) A — (1/a) («A — A,-) ]=ah—ah

+A.G77 and since ä is an integer, a¿= (a/â)A —(l/â)(aA —AS)G77. But

o<—*(a/ñ)h and so (a/ä)h(E.H. Since (a/ö;)AG Ui, by the first part of the proof

{ä/a){{a/ä)h)=h£H.

Lemma 3.1. If {a, b} is positive {Definition 2.4) and ¿fa = 0, /3 = 0, and

ap(a) -\-ßp(b) < 1, /Aere {aa, /3¿>} is positive.

Proof. For either a or ß equal to zero, the result is immediate. We assume

a = /3>0. Since ap(a)+ßp(b) <1, ap(a)=p(aa) and ßp(b)=p(ßb). Thus

(l/a)p(aa+ßb)^(l/a)(p(aa)+p(ßb)) =p(a)+(ß/a)p(b) =p(a)+p(6)<l, and

(l/a)p(aa+ßb) =p((l/a)(aa+ßb)). Butp(aa)+p(ßb) <1 and so(l/a) (aa+ßb)

= (l/a)(aa) + (l/a)(ßb) and since ap(a)<l and ßp(b)<l, (l/et)(aa+ßb)

= a+(ß/a)b. Nowp(a+(ß/a)b) =p(a + b-(l -ß/a)b) ^p(a + b) - (1 -ß/a)p(b)

=p(a)+p(b) — (l—ß/a)p(b)=p(a)+(ß/a)p(b). But the opposite inequality

is always true and so p(a)+(ß/a)p(b) = p(a + (ß/a)b) =p((l/a)(aa+ßb))

= (l/a)p(aa+ßb). Thus p(aa+ßb) = ap(a)+ßp(b) =p(aa)+p(ßb) <1 and so
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{aa, ßb} is positive.

Lemma 3.2. If G is a space with constants, AiGP, A2GP, and {hi, h2} is

positive, then p(Ai — h2) = \ p{hi) —p{h2) \.

Proof. (l/2)/h + (l/2)A2GPnPi/2 and is therefore a constant of G. More-

over p((l/2)*i + il/2)h2)+pül/2)hi-il/2)h2) _îp(Ai)+p(A2) <1, and so either

{(l/2)Ai + (l/2)A2, (1/2)*!-(1/2)*.} or {(1/2)A1 + (1/2)Ä2, (l/2)A2-(l/2)*i}
is positive. If the first pair is positive we have

p((l/2)Ai + (1/2)*,) + p((l/2)Äi - (1/2)*,)

= p((l/2)Äi + (1/2)*, + (1/2)*! - (l/2)*2) = p(*i)

Thus p((l/2)*!-(l/2)*2) =p(*i) -p((l/2)*i + (l/2)*2) = (l/2)p(*i) - (1/2)

•p(*2) by Lemma 3.1. If the second pair is positive we havep((l/2)*i — (l/2)*2)

= (l/2)p(*2)-(l/2)p(*i). Since p((l/2)*i-(l/2)*2)^0 we have in either case

that p((l/2)*i-(l/2)*2) = (1/2)| p(*i)-p(*2) |  and multiplication by 2 gives

p(*i - h2) = | p(*i) — p(*2) |.

Theorem 3.5. If G is a space with constants, ¿M*G77/^Pi, and A0GP,

there exists a(E.R such that ah —ho. In particular if p(*0)<l, then h0

= ±(p(*o)/p(Ä))Ä.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, there exist hó G Pi-ka) andßGP such that/3*0' =*0.

Now * is a constant of G and so either {*, *0' } or {*, — *0' } is positive. If

{*, *o' } is positive, then by Lemma 3.1, {(p(*0')/2p(*))*, (l/2)*0' } is posi-

tive. By Theorem 3.4, both these elements belong to P and so by Lemma 3.2,

p(îi_24_±w\.L/_îaA,_yiw)
\2p(A) 2       / \2p(A)     / \2       /

-P(*o')  -yp(Ao') = 0

and so

1 ..     p(W) ,       ,   .,      „Ji ,,\    ßpW)
h

(1     \     ßpiU)
and    *o = 2ß ( — *0' J =-*.

\2       /        p(*)2 2p(*) \2       / p(A)

If {*, — *o } is positive we get A0 = (— lSp(*0')/p(*))A and the first part of the

theorem is proved.

Now if p(A0)<l, we may choose *0'=(1 —p(*))*o and /3 = (1/(1 — p(*)).

Then Ao=+(p(Ao)/p(*))A.

Corollary 1. 7/ G' ¿5 a subspace of a space with constants, then G'Z)H.

Proof. Since -GG', Hr\UiCG' as AGP^Pi implies there exists an w

such that nh — Q. Therefore aAGG' for all a£i? and so PGG'.
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Corollary 2. If G' is a closed subspace of a space with constants, then G'

is a space with constants.

Proof. By Corollary 1, G'Z^Ht^ {d} and since it is closed it is complete.

Lemma 3.3. If G is a space with constants, and 9^hE.Hi~\ XJi, there exists a

real number an>0 such that aKh=8 and such that 0<a<an implies ah^S.

Proof. Let A= {a>O|aA = 0}. By Lemma 2.2,^4 is equal to {a = 2/p(A)|aA

= 8] and by Lemma 2.3, A is closed. Thus if A is not empty, an = g.l.b.a^A <x

has the required property. But A cannot be empty. For choose A0G77 such

that hor¿9. Then there exist an integer no such that noh0 = 8 and, by Theorem

3.5, a real number a?¿0 such thataA = Ao. Thus0 = Wo(aA) = (noa)h= —(noa)h

= ( — M0a)A. Now either noa or — noa is positive and so belongs to A.

Corollary, ah = 8 if and only if a = nah for some integer n.

Definition 3.4. Let qh=(l/2)ahp(h). By Lemma 2.2, çA=l.

Lemma 3.4. 7/ G is a space with constants, and hÇ.HC\Ui and hy^8, then

H is equivalent to R2qh-

Proof. For A0G77, there exists, by Theorem 3.5, a£J? such that ah = h0.

Define h'.H—»P2,A by lh(h0) =j(ap(h)). We show that h is uniquely defined

and gives an equivalence between 77 and P25i.

(a) If h0 = ah = ßh, then (ß — a)h = 8 and ß—a = nan (corollary to Lemma

3.3). Thus j(ap(h)) -j(ßp(h)) =j((a-ß)p(h)) =j(nahp(h)) =j(n(2qh)) =8and h

is uniquely defined.

(b) k{hi+hi) =lh{aih+a2h) =j{{ai+ai)p{h)) =/(«ip(A)) +j(a2p(A)) =h(hi)
+h(hi) and h is a homomorphism.

(c) If h(ho)=8, then ap(h)=2nqn and a = nan and ho = ah — 8. Thus lh is

an isomorphism.

(d) If p(A0)<l, ho=±(p(ho)/p(h))h by Theorem 3.5. Thus \j-\h(ho))\
= | j_1(j'((p(Ao)/p(A))p(A))) | =p(ho) and lh is an isometry on Hi\Ui.

(e) Suppose a(E.Ui<ZR2qk. Let a=(l/p(h)){j~1(a)\ and h0 = ah. Then

AoGt7iC77 and h(ho) ~j(j~x(a)) = a. Thus lh maps UiC^H onto Ui(~\R2qh.

Thus (Definition 3.1) h gives an equivalence between 77 and R2qh.

Corollary. If h'EiHÍMJi and h'^8, then gv =2* and lh> = ±h-

Proof. By the lemma, 77 is equivalent to both R2qh and R2qh' and so P2sA

is equivalent to P2gÄ'. This implies immediately that qh = qi¡'- Now the only

continuous isomorphisms of P2„ onto itself are the identity and the reflec-

tion (a—» — a). But h'ilh1) is such a map and so /»<■ Hh-

Thus we may drop the subscript A from qh and define q= (l/2)a^p(A) for

any h^HCWi such that h^8. We choose.one of the two equivalence map-

pings of 77 onto R2q and denote it by I. The other is then —/.

We have already proved
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Theorem 3.6. If G is a space with constants, then l'.H-*R2q is a character

ofH.

Theorem 3.7. If G is a space with constants, then for each 0GP1, there

exists a character L of G such that L = l on H and 17_1(P(a)) | =p(a).

Proof. By Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6 there exist characters of G equal to

I on 77. If aGP, |j_1(P(a))| =\j~1iKa))\ =p(a) and we are through. Sup-

pose oGP. For each AGTPOPi, l{h) or /(-A) =j(p(A)). Choose AoGPTWi/2
such that hoT^d and Z(A0) =i(p(A0)). Since *o is a constant of G, there exists b

such that b = ± (l/2)a and {*0, b} is positive. From the proof of Theorem 3.3,

there is a character P of G equal to I on H such that P(ö) =jiM) where M

= g.l.b.AlGsnî/l/2, „<ftâi {(l//3i)p(*i+p_-)-(l/|8i)j-K*(*i))}. By Theorem 3.5,

*i= ± (p(*i)/p(*o))*o.

(a) If *i = (p(Ai)/p(*o))Ao, then by Lemma 3.1 p(*i+p_.) =p(*i)+/3ip(ö),

and    thus    (l/ßi)p(*i+ft.)-(l/j80/-1«*i))=(l//3i)p(*i)+p(6)-(l//3i)p(*i)
= p(ö).

(b) If *i= -(p(*i)/p(Ao))*o, then

-p(*j + ft*) - -i-KW) ^ pW - — p(*i) + — p(*i) = pW.
Pi j8i p\ /Si

Thus M=pib) and ¿(ö) =j(p(ö)). Then

| ¿"»(¿(a)) | - | r1(i(±2ô)) | = | j-K±2LQ>) | = 2 | i-V(p(6)) | = 2p(i) = pia).

Vet G be a space with constants. The set of characters of G which are ex-

tensions of / is a topological space under the point open topology. We de-

note this space by 5.

Theorem 3.8. The space S is connected.

Proof. Suppose L0 and Lx belong to S. For O^a^l we define P„: G^>R2q

as follows. For £>GG, there exist oGPi and 7GP such that ya = b (Lemma

2.1). We put LJfb) =Po(((l -a)7)a) +Pi((«7)o). Using strongly the fact that

P0 = Pi = / on H, one may verify that La{b) is uniquely defined and that L„

ES. Since \j-\Lttib)-Laoib))\ ^\j-1Loiiia0-a)y)a)\ +\j-'LiiHa-ao)y)a)\

^2\y\ I a — ao\, the map a—*La is a continuous curve connecting L0 to Pi in

.S. Thus 5 is connected.

Theorem 3.9. PAe space S is compact.

Proof. See Theorem 6.1 which is independently proved. A direct proof,

duplicating the proof that the unit sphere in a conjugate space is compact in

the weak-star topology, can be given.

Theorem 3.10. 7/p(a) _: 1, there exists LÇ£S, such that | v-1(7(a)) | ¡>1.
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Proof. Suppose 17_1(7,(a)) | <1 for all LES. There exist bE U1/3 and j3GP
such that ßb = a (Lemma 2.1). Now p(a) = l and so \ß\ =3 which implies

that ß[L(b)-(l/ß)L(a)]=ßL(b)-L(a) = 8 for all LES. The function
/: S—»P2s defined by f(L) =L(b) — (l/ß)L(a) is continuous (Lemma 2.3 and

the definition of the point open topology). Since 5 is connected (Theorem

3.8), f(S) is connected. Now the set C= \cER2q\ßc = 8] is totally discon-

nected, and f(S)<C. Thus f(S)=c0. Moreover ¡j-^Co)] ^ ¡j-^Lib)) \

+ \j-\{l/ß)L(a))\<2/3.
Let h = l~1(co). Then L(b-h) =L(b)-c0=(l/ß)L(a), and |/-»(L(6-Ä))|

< 1/| ß\ tor all LES. But there existsioGSsuch that \j-\Lo{b - A)) | =p(b - h)

(Theorem 3.7) and so p{b-h) <l/\ß\. Thus 1 > \ß\p{b-h) =p{ßb-ßh)
= p{a-ßh). But l{ßh)=ßl{h)=ßc0 = d and ßh=8. But then p(a)<l, contra-

dicting the hypothesis.

Theorems 3.7 and 3.10 combine to give

Theorem 3.11. If G is a space with constants and if b^d, then there exists

LES such that L{b) ̂ 8.

Theorem 3.12. A group G is equivalent to a closed subspace G' of R2q{X)

for some ? = 1 and for some compact, connected space X, if and only if G is a

space with constants.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2 to Theorem 3.5, G' is a space

with constants. But G is equivalent to G' and it follows that G is a space with

constants.

(b) Suppose G is a space with constants. Then G uniquely determines an

R2q lor ç=l (Lemma 3.4 and corollary), and the space 5 is a compact, con-

nected space. We define 1(b) [l] =L(b) for all LES. The choice of the point

open topology on S insures that 1(b) is a continuous function on 5 and so

7:G-^P2SS.

By P'l and Theorem 3.11, 7 is an isomorphism. Since Ui generates G, I{Ui)

generates 7(G). But 7 is an isometry on Ui, by P'2 and Theorem 3.7, and so

I(Ui)CR2q(S) and therefore I{G)CR2qiS). Moreover if p{I{b))<l, then

p(b) <1 (Theorem 3.10) and so I{Ui) = í7iC7(G). Thus we have proved that

I:G^>I(G)ER2q(S) and that G is equivalent to 7(G). It remains only to show

that 7(G) is a closed subspace of R2q(S).

Suppose /G7(G)r\Ui, then there exists bEUi such that 1(b) =/. Then

(af)(L) =a(I(b)(L)) =aL(b) =L{ab) =I{ab)(L)EI(G).
Now suppose that fERtaiS), p{f) <1 and for some a^O, a/G7(G). Thus

af=I{b) for some &GG. There exist ßER and aEUi such that ßa = b. Let

7 = max [4, ¡4ß/a\]. Then ya[(ß/ya)(I(a)(L))-(l/y)f(L)]=ßL(a)-af(L)
= L(b)-L(b)=9. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.10, (ß/ya)(I(a)(L))

-{l/y)f{L)=coER2qandp{co)<l/2. LetA = /-1(co). Then (l/y)f=(ß/ya)I(a)

-I(h)EI(G)(~\Ui and so y((l/y)f) =/G7(G). Thus 7(G) is a subspace of
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R2qiS). Since an equivalence map is a local isometry in both directions, com-

pleteness is preserved and the completeness of G implies that 7(G) is complete

and therefore closed.

4. The associated Banach spaces. If G is equivalent to P23(__), the ele-

ments x of X give rise to characters of G. We wish to be able to identify these

characters in terms of the metric group properties of G. We begin by examin-

ing certain Banach spaces associated with G. In this section, G is assumed to

be a space with constants.

For PoGS, we denote by G0 the set {aGG|P0(a) = #}.

Lemma 4.1. If oGGo, there exists &GG0r^Pi and ßGP such that ßb = a.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, there exists cGPi/2 and ßGP such that ßc = a. Let

A = P1(70(c)). ThenP0(c-*)=öandp(c-A)gp(c)+p(*)=p(c) + |i-1(Po(c))|

á2p(e)<l. Thus0 = c-AGGorWi. Then ßb = ßic-h)=ßc-ßh = a-ßh. But

lißh) =Loißh) =Loißh-a) = -Loißic-h)) = -/3P0(c-A) =0 and so ßh = d and

ßb = a.

Lemma 4.2. If h, b2EG0r\Ui, ßu ß2GR and ßibi=ß2b2, then |ft|p(.i)
= |(32|p(&2) and for any a(E.R, iaßi)bi = (aß2)ö2GGo.

Proof. From P'3, iaßijbi and iaß2)b2EG0. Now if ft=ft = 0, the conclu-

sions follow immediately. Thus we may assume \ßi\ è |p_| and ßi^O. Then

2ßiüi/2)bi-ißi/2ßi)b2)=9 and so (l/2).i - iß2/2ßi)bE.H (Theorem 3.4).

But liil/2)bi-iß2/2ßi)b2)=Loiil/2)bi-iß2/2ßi)b2)=9 and so (1/2)0,

= iß2/2ßi)b2 (Lemma 3.4). Therefore (l/2)p(_0 =p((l/2)öx) =püß2/2ß)b2)

= (|/3,|/2||8i|)p(.2) and |/3i|p(.i) = \ß2\p{b2). Moreover, multiplying our

equality by 2aßi gives iaßi)bi = iaß2)b2.

Using the ß and b of Lemma 4.1, we define

(1) for each aGG0, p'(a) = ||8|p(-), and

(2) for each aGG0 and each aÇzR, aXa = iaß)b.

The uniqueness of these definitions follows from Lemma 4.2.

Let Go' be the space whose elements and underlying algebraic group struc-

ture are those of G0, but with this new metric and multiplication by reals.

That is, using a' to denote the element a in G¡¡, we have ||a'|| =p'(a) and aa'

= («Xa)'.

One may readily verify

Theorem 4.1. Go is a Banach space, and Go is equivalent to Go-

Let G' be the vector direct sum of Go and the reals, G'=G¿ ®Re. For

a'+aeGG', we define ||a'+ae|| =7p(((l/7)Xa)+*) where 7>max [2||a'||,

2|a|] and h = l~1ijia/y)).

Lemma 4.3. ||a'+ae|| is uniquely defined.

Proof. Suppose yu 72>max [2||a'||, 21ce[ ] and 7i_t72. Then liiy2/yi)h2)
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= (72/71WA2) = {yî/yi)j{a/yi) =j{a/yi) = l{hi) and(72/7i)A2 = Ai. Thus (72/71)

■{{l/yi)Xa+hi) = {y2/yi){{ß/yi)b+h2) = {ß/yi)b + hi= {l/yi)Xa + hi.   Thus

7iP((l/7i) Xfl+Ai) =7iP((72/7i)((l/72) Xa+A2)) = 72p((l/72) Xa+A2).

|A direct verification then gives

Theorem 4.2. G' = Go @Re is a Banach space.

Definition 4.1. An element & of a Banach space B is a unit element if

for every aEB, either ||a+è|| =||a||+l or ||a-&|| =||a||+l  [8].

Lemma 4.4. The element e = 8' + leEG' is a unit element.

Proof. For any a'+cxeGG', choose 7>max [2||a'||, 2\a\ +2]. Now A

= l~1{j{l/y)) is a constant of G. Assume {(l/7)Xa+A, h\ is positive.

Then  ||a'+ac + e|| =yp((l/y)Xa + l-\j((a + l)ly))) =yp((l/y)Xa + h + h)

= 7P((l/7)Xa+Ä)+7p(Ä)=||a'+ae|

the same argument gives \\a'+ae — e

+ 1. If {-(l/7)Xa-A, h] is positive,

= l|a'+«e||+l.

Lemma 4.5. X0: G'—»P, defined by \a(a'+ae)=a, is a linear functional of

norm 1.

Proof. X0 is clearly linear and clearly ||Xo|| = L But |X0(a'+ae)| =|a|

= MI«/t| = \y\\j~1(Lo((l/y)Xa+h)\ú\y\p((l/y)Xa+h)=\\a'+ae\\ and
so IJXoll =1-

For a fixed q = 1, there is a natural mapping of C(X), the Banach space of

bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on X, into R2q(X) given by

ij{b)){x)=j{b{x)). For G'{X)CC{X), we assume for j{G'{X)) the metric,

group properties induced on it as a subset of R2q(X).

Theorem 4.3. If X is compact, then j(C(X)) is equivalent to R2q(X).

Proof. Theorem 1 of [4].

Lemma 4.6. If X is connected, and if G'(X) is a linear subspace of C(X)

containing the function e{x) = l, then j{G'{X)) is a subspace of R2q{X).

Proof. Since the map/ is a homomorphism, j{G'{X)) is an algebraic sub-

group of R2q(X).

(a) Suppose a'(x)GG'(Z) and j(a'(x))EUiQR2q{X). Consider the func-

tion j-1(j(a'(x)))—a'(x) =/(x). Since/-1 is continuous on Ui, f is continuous

and since X is connected, f(X) is a connected set. But j{f{x)) — " and so f(X)

C72,= \n(2q) ]. Thus j~1(j(a'(x))) = a'(x)+2noqe(x) for some fixed integer n0.

Thusj~1(j(a'(x)))andaj-1(j(a'(x)))EG'(X).Thena{j(a'(x))}=j(aj-1(j(a'(x))))

ejiG'(X)).
(b) Now suppose ¿>(x)GÍ7iCP2<,(^0 and for some a^O, ab(x) =j(a'(x))

tor some a'(x)GG'(X). Choose 7>max ((4/|«|)||a'(x)||, 4). Then

ya[(l/y)b(x)—j(a'(x)/ya)]=8. Then by Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 2.4

(l/y)b(x) -j(a'(x)/ya) =j(ße{x))Ej(G'(X)). Thus (l/y)b(x) Gi(G'(Z))H 17,.
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By (a), yiil/y)bix))=bix)ejiG'iX)).

Theorem 4.4. If X is connected and G'iX) is a linear subspace of CiX),

then G is equivalent to jiG'iX)) if and only if

(1) G'iX) contains e(x)=-l, and

(2) there exists an equivalence map ofG'=Gó®Re onto G'iX) such that

e—» + e(x) under this equivalence.

Proof, (a) Suppose G is equivalent to j {G'iX)). Let i: G—>j(G'(__)) be the

equivalence map. Then for Ö^*GPCG, ¿(A) G.H(ZR2qiX) and by Lemma

2.4, i{h) =jißeix)) for some ß^2nq for any w. Thus, there exists/(x)GG'(__)

such that j if {x))=jiße{x)). Since X is connected,/(x) = (j3 + 2wog)e(x) and

since G'iX) is a linear subspace and ß + 2n0q?£0, e{x) GG'(__ ). Thus condition

(1) is satisfied.

We proceed to prove condition (2). It is clear that the map i{h) =jiß) is

an equivalence map of H onto R2q. Thus on H, i= ±1. Define ê(x) = +e(x)

or ê(x) = — e(x) depending on whether ¿= +1 or i= —I. Then for a'+aeGG',

choose 7 >||0'|| and define Iia'+ae) =y{j~1[iiil/y)Xa) ]} +ae{x).

(1) 7 is uniquely defined for if 8^7, (1/8) Xa = (7/8)((I/7) Xa) and

-«^[i^x.)}

■fÄt

(2) 7(C) CG'(X). For if a'+aeGG', i((l/y) Xa) =j(Jix)) for some /(*) in

G'iX). Then 7 {¿-» [«((I/7) Xa) ]} +«e"(x) =yffix) + 2wae(x)) +«»(*) GG'(J_).

(3) j(«)-*(*).
(4) 7 is linear. Itis clearly a homomorphism. Moreover if b' =ßa' = ißXa)',

Iib' + ßiae)) = y\ß\ {j-1[m/y\ß\)Xb)]}+ßa8ix)=y\ß\{j-i[Hii/y\ß\)
XißXa))]} +ßaeix) =y\ß\ iß/\ß\ ) {j'^HU/y) Xa)]} +/3aê(x) = /37(a'+a.).

(5) 7 is norm-preserving. For if ||a'+aej| <l/6, \a\ <l/6 by Lemma 4.5

and so ||a'|| <l/3 by the triangle inequality. Then we may put 7 = 1 in the

definition of ||o'+a;e||, and we have

||«' + ««|| = Pia + h) = pitia + h)) = piiia) + »(*))

= Piiia) +j{ij-Hih))iëix))}) = Wj'Kiia) + j{ij-nih))iêix))})\\

= WtHK«) + jiaëix)))\\ = ||/-»(»(»)) + a«(*)|| = ||7(0' + «e)||
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(again taking 7 = 1). Thus 7 is norm-preserving on Um. But 7 is linear and

so 7 is norm-preserving on G'.

(6) 7 maps G' onto G'{X). For suppose b'{x)EG'{X). There exists aEG0

and AG7J such that i(a+h)=j(b'(x)). But j(I(a'))=i(a)=j(b'(x))-i(h)

=jib'{x))-j{{j-H{h)){ê{x)) ] =j[b'{x) - tJ-H(h))(ê(x))} and 7(a') = b'(x)
-(j-H(h)+2nq)(ë(x)). Thus 7(a' + (/-l/(A)+2Ma)e) =o'(x).

Thus 7 is a Banach space equivalence and clearly an equivalence in our

sense.

(b) Now suppose I:G'—*G'(X) is the hypothesized equivalence. Since

l~xLa'.G—»77 is a continuous projection, G = G0®H is a direct sum. Thus we

may define J:G->j(G'(X)) by J(a+h) =j{l(a') +(j-\l(h)))I(e)}.

(1) J is clearly a homomorphism.

(2) If 7(a + A) = 8, j [I(a') + (j-1 (l(h)))I(e)} =8 and 7(a') m [2nq
+r1iKh))]l{e) (since I{e)=ë{x)). But G' and therefore G'{X) is a direct

sum and so 7(a')=0 and j~l{l{h)) = — 2nq = 0 as —q<j~1{l{h))^q. Thus

a = A = 0 and 7 is an isomorphism.

(3) If/(x) Gj(G'(A")), there exist aGGo and aER such that /(x) =j{I{a')

+al(e)) =j{l(a') + (j-1(j(a)))I(e)\. Let h = l~1(j(a)); then 7(a+A) =/(x) and

J maps G onto j(G'(X)).

(4) Suppose p(a+A)<l. Now p(7(a+A)) = ||r1{/(7(a')+(r1(/(A)))7(e)) }||.
Since j~1j(a) =a for [ « | <1, we prove p(J(a+h)) =p(a+h) by showing that

IU(a') + 0'_1(^(Ä)))7(e)|| =p(a+A)<l. Now G' and G'{X) are Banach spaces

and so an equivalence between them in our sense is a Banach space equiva-

lence. Thus ||7(a')+(j-i(/(A)))7(<0|| = \\a'+j-\l{h))e\\. Now p(A) = |.rW))|
= \j-1{Lo{h))\ =|/-1(Po(a+A))| =p(a+A)<l. Thus choosing 7 = max [4,

4||a'||], we have \\a'+j~1(l(h))e\\ = yp((l/y)Xa +(l/y)h) since (1/7)A

= ¿-1{i[(l/7)/-1(/(A))]}. But7{(l/7)_Xß + (l/7)A-(l/7)(a+A)} =0 and so
¿ = (l/7)Xa + (l/7)A-(l/7)(a+A)G77. But l{b)=Lo{b)=8 and so b=8.
Therefore 7p((l/7)Xa + (l/7)A) =7p((l/7)(a+A)) =p(a+A). Thus 7 is an

isometryon UiEG.

(5) Suppose p(7(a+A))<l. Then for some fixed integer w0, 2n0q — l

<I(a')+j-\l(h))I(e) <2n0q + l for all xEX. Thus \\l{a') + {j'Klih)) -2naq]
•7(e)||=||a'+{i-1(/(A))-2«0g}e||<l. By Lemma 4.5, I j'Klih)) -2n0q\ <1
and since —q<j~l{l{h))t=q we have n0 = 0 and p{h) = \j'1{l{h))\ <1. Thus

again 7p((l/7)Xa + (l/7)A)=p(7(a+A))<l. But since7P((l/7)Xa + (l/7)A)
<1, 7p((l/7)Xa + (l/7)A) =p{a+h) and J maps UiQG onto i7iCj(G'(Z)).

Thus G is equivalent to j{G'{X)).

5. Some theorems on Banach spaces. We have shown that a group Gis

equivalent to R2t{X) for some compact, connected space X if and only if (1)

G is a space with constants and (2) G' is equivalent to C{X) (Theorems 4.3

and 4.4). In the usual characterizations of a Banach space G' as C{X), the

points of X are found in G'* (the set of linear functionals of G'). We wish to give

a characterization in terms of the group G. In §6, we show that the characters
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of G correspond naturally to a subset of the linear functionals of G0'. However,

the Ft'soíGó [8], or the extreme points of the unit sphere of Go* [2], do not in

general give the required space X.

Specifically, for G' = G¿ ®Re, we look for a space PCG0'* such that the

natural correspondence a'+ae—>£(a')+a (£GP) is an equivalence, and such

that G' is equivalent to C(X) for some X if and only if this mapping takes

G' onto C(P).

Let B' he a Banach space with a unit element e.

Definition 5.1. If Xo is a linear functional on B' of norm 1 whose value

at e is 1, then B= (öGP'|X0(ö) =0} is a positive hyperplane of B'. B clearly

is a Banach space and B'=B®Re is a direct sum.

Definition 5.2. A functional XGP* is essentially positive (relative to B')

if for all bEB, and aER, \\{b)+a\ ^\\b+ote\\.
In what follows the topology in B* is the weak-star (point open) topology.

Lemma 5.1. ThesetS of essentially positive linear functionals is closed in B*.

Proof. Suppose X'GP* and X'GS- Then there exists bEB, aER such

that  |X'(*)+a|>||i+ae||. The set  F= {XGP*| |X(ö) -X'(ô)| <( \\b)+a

-||.+ae||)/2}   is open and contains X'.  For XGF,   |X(.)+a| _:  X'(.)+a

-|X(.)-X'(-)| >(|X/(*)+o|+||i+ae||)/2>||.+i_s||. Thus FPiS = <P and S

is closed.

Lemma 5.2. S is compact.

Proof. For a = 0, XGS, |X(.)| _|||.|| for all bEB. Thus S is contained in S'

the unit sphere in B*. But 2 is compact in the weak-star topology [l], S is

closed by Lemma 5.1, and S is compact.

Definition 5.3. For XGS, J17(X) = {.GP|X(o) _:X'(.) for all X'GS }.
We may order the sets iki(X) by inclusion.

Definition 5.4. A functional £GS is a maximal functional of S if Mig) is

a maximal set in the ordering of the sets M{K).

It can be shown that in the natural imbedding of S into 2' (the unit

sphere in B'*), the maximal functionals do not in general map into either

Pr's or extreme points of 2'.

Theorem 5.1. If XoGS, there exists a maximal functional ¿, such that

MiH)DMi\o).

Proof. By Zorn's lemma, M {Ko) is contained in a maximal linearly

ordered chain {Af(X„)}. Define E(ji) = {XGS | X(.) =X„(ö) for all . GA7(X„)}.
(1) P(p-) is not empty as X„GP(m)-

(2) If Mi\i)CM{K,2) then Eipi)DE(jt,). For if XGP(m2), X(6) =X„(_)
_tXM1(ö) for all bEM{\J. Thus X(ô)èXA1(6) for all bEMi\x). But the op-
posite inequality always holds and so X(ö) =X)11(Z>) for all öGAf(X„1) and so

XGP«.
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(3) E(u) is closed for E(jx) =C\b£m\¿> {XGS |X(ô) =XM(A)} and is the

intersection of closed sets.

Thus {E(p) } is a family of closed, non-empty sets of S , linearly ordered

by inclusion. Since S is compact, there exists £GfL{P(p) }• For any X^ in

our chain, we now have %{b) =\ß(b) èX(ô) for all bEMÇK„) and all XGS.

Thus 7l7(f)Dil7(X„). If Af(XM.)I)Af($)f then Af(XM.) belongs to the chain (the
chain is maximal) and so i7(£)D MiX,,-)- Thus £ is a maximal functional and

since Af(Xo) G {Af (X„)}, Af(£) D Af(X0).

Theorem 5.2. 7/ P is a positive hyperplane of B', a Banach space with a

unit element e, then for each b'EB', b' = b+ße, there exists a maximal functional

£o/S suchthat \%{b)+ß\ =\\b'\\.

Proof. By the Hahn-Banach extension theorem [3, p. 28], there exists a

Xo' GP'* such that ||X0' || = 1, X0' (e) =1, and X0' (b') =inf„eB ||&'+ac|| -a. Now

eis a unit element. We assume first that ||ô'+e|| =||ô'|[ + l. Then for a = 0,

Lemma 3.1 implies that ||J'+o;e|| — a = ||&'|| +a— a = ||¿V||. (The condition

||&'||+a||e|| <1 is not needed in a Banach space.) For a<0, ||&'+ae|| — a

= ||ô'||-|a| -a = ||6'||. ThusinfagA ||6'+ae||-a = ||ô'|| and X0' (V) =\\b'\\.

LetXo be the functional X0' cut down to B. Since ||X0' || = 1 and X0' (e) = 1, X0

is an element of S • Moreover for all XGS, X(o)+/3 = ||&+/3e|| and so, for the

b and ß defined by V, \(b)^\\b+ße\\-ß=\o(b). Thus &GAf(X0). But there
exists a maximal functional £ such that Af(¿f) D A7(X0), Theorem 5.1. Moreover

on Af(X0),í=X0andsoí(¿>)+j8=Xo(6)+i8=Xo/(&+i8e)=Xo'(¿')=||*,||-

Now if ||&'—e|| =|| —o'+e|| =||o'||+1, the same argument proves the

existence of a maximal functional £, such that ¡;{ — b) —jS = ||tV||. Since one of

these two conditions must apply we have shown the existence of a maximal

functional £, such that |(f(&)+/3| =||&'||.

Theorem 5.3. If B is a positive hyperplane of B', a Banach space with a

unit element e, and E is the space of maximal functionals of S , then B' is equivalent

to a closed, linear subspace of C{E).

Proof. We map b' = b +|8e—»/(£)=?(&) +ß- The weak star topology on

EQB* insures the continuity of/. Since |£(&)+jS| =||ô+/3e||,/(£) is bounded.

This map of B'—*C(E) is clearly linear, and by Theorem 5.2 it is norm-pre-

serving. Thus B' is equivalent to its image in C(E) and since B' is a complete,

linear space, its image is a closed, linear subspace of C(7i).

Theorem 5.4. A Banach space B' is equivalent to C(X) for some compact

space X if and only if

(1) B' has a unit element and

(2) there exists a positive hyperplane B of B', such that for any bEB and

ßER, there exists hEB and ßER, such that ¿(5) +ß = | £(ö) +ß\ for all maximal

functionals %ES.
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Proof, (a) Suppose B' is equivalent to CiX) for some compact X. Then

e(x) = 1 is a unit element. Let B be any positive hyperplane of B' (one exists

by the Hahn-Banach theorem). To show that condition (2) is necessary we

need only show that every maximal functional corresponds to a point of

X (?(*) =*(*o) for some x0EX), for ö'(x)GC(__) implies | &'(x) | ECiX).

Let Xb= {xEX\bix) =sup2;gxö(x)}. Since X is compact Xa is not empty.

Now the functional X0: ¿>—>£>(x0) is an element of S. Thus for any XGS and

bEM{K), X(ö)_tXo(P)=ü(x0) for all xoEX. Thus for bEM{K), X(_)
_:supxgx ô(x). Now choose a = ||ö||. Then X(2>) _ä||ö+ae|| — a^sup^x (ö(x)

+aeix)) —a = supxçzx bix). Thus X(è) =supxgx ô(x) foröG7l7(X). Now for b¡

any finite set of elements of M{K) we have y^_i biEM{K) and so

sup   I" ¿ hix)] o X{ JjbXm  ¿ (X(ii)) =  Ê   sup   (.<(*)).
i£i    L Í-1 J \ ,_1      / i=l ¿=1    x£X

But this implies that n"_j Xb¿ is not empty. Since X is compact and Xb is

closed we have that there exists an XiGA^" such that XiGfi&gM(x> Xb. Then

Xi: b—*b{xi) is equal to X on il7(X) and so we have M{Ki)Z}M{K). Now sup-

pose X = £ is a maximal functional. Thus il7(£) =Af(Xi) and £(ö) = ô(Xi) for all

bEM{Ki). But ÔGP such that there exists an aER such that ô(xi)+a

= ||ö+ae|| certainly belong to M{Ki). Thus £=Xi on these elements and by

Lemma 2.3 of [8], £ = Xi on B and so all maximal functionals correspond to

points of X. {The preceding also proves that all points of X give rise to

maximal functionals.}

(b) Now suppose (1) and (2) are satisfied. Let P be the closure of E in P*.

Since PCS, and S is compact, P is compact. Moreover, the map V— b

+ae—>/(£) =£(&)+« for ¿GP is an equivalence map (Theorem 5.3, the addi-

tion of elements of S to P to form P does not change this property). Thus B

is equivalent to T, a closed, linear subspace of C(P). Then by the theorem

of Kakutani [6], T = CiM if
(1) whenever £i, £2GP and £15^ there exists fET such that /(£i) K/fe),

(2) T contains a nontrivial constant function, and

(3) T is lattice closed.

If/(?i) =/(&) for all/in T, then &(&)+« =£,(.)+« for all bEB, and so

Moreover 0+eGP' maps into the function /(£) = 1 and T contains a non-

trivial constant function.

Finally

^ too + «1. «w + «*)

= y to) + ê(Ô2) + «1 + «2 ± I*(**) - £(*i) + «2 - «i I }

and by condition (2) both these functions are in T, and T is lattice closed.
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Thus B' is equivalent to C(E). By the remark in the proof of the converse

all the elements of E are maximal and so E = E.

Lemma 5.3. If X is compact, then X is connected if and only if e(x) m 1 and

e(x) = — 1 are the only unit elements of C(X).

Proof, (a) If F is a nontrivial open and closed set in X, then e(x) =■ 1 on V

and e(x) = -1 on the complement of F is a unit element of C(X).

(b) Suppose fEC(X) is a unit element. Then ||/|| =||0+/|| =|!o|| +1 = 1,

and so |/(x)| =1 for all x. Now suppose that for some x0EX, |/(x0) | <1.

There exists b E C(X) such that 11 b\ | = 1, b (x0) = 1, and b (x) = 0 where ver/(x) = 1.

Then ||&+/|| <2 which contradicts the hypothesis that/ is a unit element.

Thus if / is a unit element, |/(x) | = 1 for all xEX. But X is connected and so

either f(x) =-1 or f(x) = — 1.
Suppose B' is a Banach space with a unit element e, and Pi and P2 are

positive hyperplanes of B'. For ô2GP2, there is a unique biEBi and aER

such that b2 = bi+ae. For XiGSi we define [i(\i)](bi) = Xi(6i)+a. It is clear

that i is a 1-1 map of Si onto S2.

Lemma 5.4. If £iGSi is a maximal functional of Si, then ¿(?i)GS2 is a

maximal functional of S 2.

Proof. Let M»= (Af(£i)+Pe)PiP2. For t%GAf2, [*(&)](*«) =?i(W+a
èXi(6i)+a=[*(Xi)](&,) for all Xx€Si. Thus Af {*(£.) }DAf,. Suppose Af(X»)
DM{i{£i)), and Af(Xi) s* Af(*(£,)). Then Mi = (M(\2)+Re)f~\Bi contains M&)

properly and moreover Af(i-1(X2))Z)A7i. But this contradicts the maximality

of £1 and so Af(X2) = M{i{l-i)) and i(£i) is a maximal functional of S2.

6. A characterization of R2q(X). Let G be a space with constants. For

LES, we define the functional Io(L):G¿^R by [70(L)](a') =aj~1(L((l/a)

Xa)) for \a\ >||a'||. The notation is that of §§3 and 4.

Lemma 6.1. 70(P) is uniquely defined.

Proof. The ambiguity of definition arises in the choice of a. How-

ever, for I-v] =|a|, (a/y)((l/a)Xa) = (a/y)X((l/a)Xa) = (l/y)Xa. Thus

7J-1(7((l/7) Xa)) =yj-1(L((a/y)((l/a)Xa))) =yj-1((a/y)L((l/a)Xa))=yj^

(j((a/y)j-1L((l/a)Xa)))=y((a/y)j-l(L((l/a)Xa)))=aj-1(L((l/a)Xa)).

Lemma 6.2. The functional Io(L) is an element of So, the set of positive linear

functionals of Go' (with respect to G').

Proof. (1) [h(L)](a{ +ai)=aj~1 (L((l/a) X(ai+a2))) = aj-»(L((l/a) Xa,)

+L((l/a) Xa2)). Butwe may choose a >||ai || +||a2'|| which makes/-1 ahomo-

morphism and so 70(P) is a homomorphism.

(2) [7o(P)]((i3Xa)')=ai-1L((l/«)X(r5Xa)) where we may choose a

>max [|^|||a'||,||a'||]. Then aj-1L((l/a)X(ßXa))=aj~1L(ßX((l/a)Xa))

= aj-1P(/3((l/a) Xa)) =ai-1|3L((l/a)Xa) =«7-1(jX/3/-1(L((l/a) Xa)))) =/3(a/-1

L((l/a) Xa)) =jö[7o(7,)](a') and so 70(L) is linear.
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(3) For a'+ßeEG', choose a>||o'|| + |/.| and put h = l~1ijiß/a)). Then

|[7„(P)](a')+/3| =|aj-1(P((l/«) Xa))+ß\ = a\j~\LHl/a) Xa))+ß/a\

= a\j-\Lül/a)Xa)+Jiß/a))\ =a\j-\LHl/a)Xa+h))\^apHl/a)Xa+h)
= \\a'+ße\\ and so 70(P)GS0.

Lemma 6.3. PAe map 7o: 5—»So is a homeomorphism onto.

Proof. (1) If 70(Pi)=7o(P2), then P:=P2 on G0HPi and since G0HPi

generates G0, Pi = P2 on G0. But Li = L2 = l on H and so Pi = P2 on G. Thus

Pi=P2 and 7o is 1-1.

(2) Suppose XGSo. Define I: G->R2q by Z(a+A) =j(X(o')) +/(*). Z is
certainly a homomorphism and so satisfies P'l. Moreover, if p(a+A)<l,

p(*)<l and p(a+A) =||a' + (7_1(/(*)))e||. (See proof of Theorem 4.4.) Then

1 >p(a+*) _rjX(a') +j-10(*))| = ¡j^üiM*') +r1iKh))))\ = |¿-i(Z(_. + A))|
and so L satisfies P'2. Thus by Theorem 3.2, L is a character of G. Since

Z = / on P, by definition, we have LES. But [70(Z)](c') =aj~1Liil/a) Xa)

= aj-1iJXiiil/a) Xa)')) =aX(((l/a) Xa)') =X(a') and so70(Z) =Xand 70 maps

S onto S o-

(3) Since S o is compact (Lemma 5.2), and 5 is clearly Hausdorff, to show

70 is a homeomorphism we need only show that 70_1 is continuous. Now for

XESo,aiEGo,i = l, ■ ■ •,w,andlè€>O,F={PG5||j-I(P(0,)-[7o-1(Â)](ai))|
<e} is a basic neighborhood of 7o""1 (X) in S. We need choose the a/s only from

Go as for all LES, L = l on 77 and G = G0®H. Let F'= {XGSo| |X(a/)
— X(a,')| <e}. Thus V is a neighborhood of X in So- If PG70~1(F') we have

that

| j-KLiai) - [/o-1(X)](0i)) | = | r1(7(«,((l/a,)X0,))- [lo-liX)]iaiiil/ai)Xa>))) \

= Ij-KaiiLUl/adXa^-a^I^iX^iil/a^Xai))) |

= I j-'jioiij^LUl/ai) X a,)

- ai[l^i\)]iil/ai) Xa.))|

-\i*jí[hiLÑi*l)-U*¡))\
= | [7o(7)](a/)-X(a/)| < e,

since j~ljiß) =ß if \ß\ <1. Thus 70_1(F')CF, 70_1 is continuous and 70 is a

homeomorphism.

We have immediately

Theorem 6.1. 7/ G is a space with constants, S is compact.

Definition 6.1. For LES and P0G5, let 7V0(Z) = {aGG0fWi| .rHZia))
■^j-\Lia)) forallPG^}.

As in §5 we order the sets -/V0(P) by inclusion.

Definition 6.2. FES is a maximal Go character if 7V0(P) is a maximal set

in the ordering.
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The correspondence between N0(L) and M(I0(L)) {Definition 5.3} is

quite direct.

Lemma 6.4. M(h(L)) = {a'EG¿\ for a>\\a'\\, (t/a)XaEN0(L)}.

Proof. (70(Z))(a') =a/-1(I((l/a) Xa)). Sincea>0, (7„(I))(a') = (70(7,))(a')

->-j~l(L((l/a) Xa)) =_7-1(7,((l/o:) Xa)) and the lemma follows as70 mapsS onto

So (Lemma 6.3).

A corollary of Lemma 6.4, obtained by putting a = 1, is

Lemma 6.5. N0(L) = {aGG0|a'GAf(70(Z)) and ||a'|| <l}.

Theorem 6.2. F is a maximal Go character if and only if 70(P) is a maximal

functional of S o-

Proof, (a) Suppose Af(X)DA7(70(P)); then, by Lemma 6.5, 7Yo(70_1(X))
DNo(F). But then if F is maximal, Aro(70"1(X))CAro(P) and, by Lemma 6.4,

Af(X)CAf(70(P)). Thus M(I0(F)) is maximal and 70(P) is a maximal func-

tional of S o-

(b) Suppose N0(L)DNo(F). Then Lemma 6.4 implies Af(70(L))

DM(I0(F)). But if 7o(P) is maximal, M(I0(L))CM(I0(F)) and by

Lemma 6.5, No(L)EN0(F). Thus N0(F) is maximal and F is a maximal G0

character.

The maximality of PG^ does not depend on the choice of 7,0-

Definition 6.3. FES is a maximal character if it is a maximal Go char-

acter for all 7,o G-S-

Theorem 6.3. F is a maximal character if it is a maximal Go character for

some 7,o G 5.

Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.2 and

Lemma 5.4.

The final characterization may now be given.

Theorem 6.4. A group G is equivalent to R2q(X) for some q = 1 and for some

compact, connected space X if and only if

(1) there exists a unique, isomorphic, isometry, ia: [0, p(a)]—»G such that

4(p(a))=a, _

(2) the elements of H(~\ Ui are constants of G,

(3) the elements of HC\ Ui are the only constants of G,

(4) for bEG, there exists b~EG such that j-^Ftf)} = \j~1{F(b)}\ for all
maximal characters F of S.

Proof. Suppose G is equivalent to R2q(X) for q = 1 and for X a compact, con-

nected space. Conditions (1) and (2) follow from Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.

Condition (3) follows quickly since a constant of R2q(X) must be of the form

f(x)=aEUiER2q  (see proof of Lemma 5.3)  and so fEHCMJi.  Now by
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Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, G' is equivalent to CiX). Then by Theorem 5.4,

there exists a positive hyperplane G of G' such that G' = G®Re and such that

for each a'GG and each aER, there exists â'GG and äER such that for all

maximal functionals £ of S, £(o')+ä = |£(a')+a:|. Let X0 be the functional

which defined G. We redefine G0 using the character P0 = 70""1(Xo). Then

G = Go®H and Go =G. Now suppose bEUi. We have b=a+h where aGG0

and AGP. Then there exist â'EGO and äER such that £(ä')+ä = |£(a')

+j~l{l{h)) |, for all maximal functionals £. Let I = 0+¿_1(7(«))- Now by Theo-

rems 6.2 and 6.3, the maximal characters F are exactly the elements 70~1(£)

where £ are the maximal functionals. Thus 7_1{ P(5)} =J_1{ (70_1(£))(ô)}

-/-*{/«<*)) +7(5)} =_"'j{£(*') +ä} =i-1i| £(a') +j-1(/(A)) | = |i-»jW)
+j~l{l{h))) | = |j_1(P(&)) | and condition (4) is satisfied.

(b) If (1) and (2) are satisfied, G is a space with constants. Choosing any

LoES, we have, as before, G = Go©P, G'=G¿ ®Re, e is a unit element of

G', and Go' is a positive hyperplane of G'. For each a'GG0', and each a_i?,

choose 7 >4 max (||a'||, |a| ) and let h = l~1jia/y) and b = {l/y) Xa+h. By con-

dition (4), there exists b = c+h~EG, such that j'^Fib)) = |j_1(P(ö))| for all

maximal characters P. Let â' = (7Xc)' and ä=yj~l{lih)). Then for £ a

maximal functional of So, £(a')+a = (70(P))(a')+a = 7Í-1(P((l/7) XiyXc)))

+ yj-iilik)) = yj-lFio)=\yj-iiFib))\=\yj-1Fiil/y)Xa)+yj-Hih)\=\Çia')
+a\. Thus by Theorem 5.4, G' is equivalent to CiX) for some compact X.

Moreover if a'+ae isa unit of G', then (I/7) Xa+A is a constant of G. By con-

dition (3), (l/7)Xa+AGPand soa' = 0. But then \a\ must equal 1 and so

±e are the only unit elements of G'. But e(x)=;l and e(x)=- — 1 are unit

elements of C(X) and so e must map into either e(x) = l or e(x)= —1 under

the equivalence and these are the only unit elements of CiX) and so X is

connected (Lemma 5.3). Finally by Theorems 4.4 and 4.3, G is equivalent

to P23(__).

7. The homeomorphism theorem.

Theorem 7.1. If X and Y are compact, and if R2<niX) is equivalent to

E2qii Y), then qi = q2 and X is homeomorphic to Y.

Proof. Let T:R2qiiX)—>R2qiiY) he the equivalence. Choose a positive

integer w such that 2gi/w<l. Then fi=ji2qi/n)ER-¡qiiX), nfi=d and p(/i)

= 2ç!/w<l. Thus w(P/i)=ö, and p(7/i) =2qi/n. Since Y is compact, there

exists y0G Y such that j^iiTfJiyo)) = ±2qi/n. But w((P/i)(y0)) =0 so that

nj~xHTfi)iyo))=2mq2, where m is an integer. Thus qi=+mq2 and qx is an

integer multiple of q2. The exact same proof, using P_1, gives that q2 is an

integer multiple of qi. Since qi and q2 are both positive we have that qi = q2.

Now define the mapping T*:CiX)-^CiY) by

iT*c)iy) = y[j-'{Tijiii/y)<r))iy)}}

for 7>||a||. It is easy to verify that T* is a uniquely defined, linear, norm-
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preserving map of C(X) onto C(Y). By the Banach-Stone theorem   [lO],

X is homeomorphic to Y.
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